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We reported here a case of pulmonary artery sarcoma.  The patient presented with

progressive dyspnea on exertion for 2 months.  Chest radiography showed a large lobulated

mass in the right lower lung field.  Chest CT scan showed 2 pulmonary masses in the right-

middle lobe and the right-lower lobe, with extensive filling defects in the right and left pulmonary

arteries.  A core needle biopsy of the larger mass showed an undetermined type of sarcoma.

Pulmonary arteries were considered the primary origin of the sarcoma. Pulmonary

endarterectomy with tumor debulking was performed to relieve the patient’s symptoms in a

combination with adjuvant chemotherapy.
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วศิน จิริศานต์, ณับผลิกา กองพลพรหม. เนื ้องอกหลอดเลือดแดงปอดชนิด Sarcoma:

สาเหตุของก ้อนในปอดและก ้อนเน ื ้องอกที ่กระจายเข ้าส ู ่หลอดเล ือดที ่พบได ้น ้อย .

จุฬาลงกรณเ์วชสาร 2557 พ.ย. – ธ.ค.; 58(6): 613 - 20

รายงานฉบบันีเ้ปน็รายงานผูป่้วยทีมี่เนือ้งอกชนดิ Sarcoma ในหลอดเลอืดแดงปอด โดยผูป่้วย

มาพบแพทย์ด้วยอาการเหน่ือยมากข้ึนเวลาเดินหรือออกแรงเป็นเวลา 2 เดือน   ภาพรังสีปอดแสดงก้อนเน้ือ

ลักษณะ lobulate ขนาดใหญ่ที่ปอดกลีบขวาล่าง ตรวจเอ็กซเรย์คอมพิวเตอร์ปอดพบก้อนในปอด

2 ก้อนที่ปอดกลีบกลางและกลีบล่างขวา และก้อนเนื้อดังกล่าวลุกลามเข้าสู่หลอดเลือดแดงปอด

ทัง้ขวาและซา้ย ผลการตรวจเพิม่เตมิ  โดยการเจาะตรวจกอ้นเนือ้ทีป่อดกลบีขวากลาง พบเปน็เนือ้งอก

sarcoma ชนิด undetermined type ซึ่งน่าจะมีต้นกำเนิดมาจากหลอดเลือดแดงปอด ผู้ป่วยได้รับ

การรักษาโดยการผ่าตัดลอกก้อนเนื้องอกออกจากหลอดเลือดแดงปอด และเอาก้อนเนื้อในปอดออก

ตามดว้ยยาเคมบีำบัด

คำสำคัญ : เนือ้งอกหลอดเลอืดแดงปอดชนดิ Sarcoma, กอ้นเนือ้งอกทีก่ระจายเขา้สูห่ลอดเลอืด.
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Pulmonary artery sarcoma is a rare tumor with

low survival rate with less than 2 months of prognosis

in untreated patients.(1)   The tumor originates from

the intima of pulmonary artery. Its natural history

is intraluminal growth and invasion to adjacent

structures. Most cases are misdiagnosed as

pulmonary embolism because of similar clinical

presentations and chest imaging. The most effective

treatment is radical resection, but the patients often

present with unresectable growth, leading to poor

prognosis.  Currently, there is no proven effective

adjuvant chemo-radiation for treatment of this tumor.

This is a case report of a woman with

pulmonary artery sarcoma, undetermined type,

presenting with intravascular tumor and a large lung

mass.

Case report

A 57-year-old female patient presented with

progressive dyspnea on exertion and was found to

have a large lobulated mass in the right lower lung

field from chest radiography. Two months prior to

admission, the patient felt shortness of breath while

climbing stairs without  chest pain, palpitations or any

other chest symptoms.  Her symptoms progressed

over the next 2months to the point that she was short

of breath with normal daily activity.  The patient was

admitted to investigate the cause of dyspnea.  On

physical examination, the patient looked tachypnic

at rest with oxygen desaturation to an oxygen

saturation of 91%. Lung examination showed

increased vocal resonance, decreased breath sounds

on auscultation and dullness on percussion at right

middle and lower lung.  Chest radiography revealed a

large pulmonary mass at right lower lung field with

prominent right pulmonary trunk shown in Figure 1A.

Chest CT revealed a 9.7 × 7.5 cm. lobulated mass at

the right middle lobe and  a 3.2 × 1.9 cm. mass at the

right lower lobe with extensive intraluminal filling

defects with heterogenous contrast enhancement in

the right and left main pulmonary arteries and bead-

like appearance of some segmental pulmonary arteries

as shown in Figure 2 A-H. A core needle biopsy of the

larger mass was performed. The pathological-result

showed an undetermined type of sarcoma. The initial

differential diagnosis was pulmonary artery sarcoma

with adjacent lung metastasis or primary pulmonary

sarcoma with tumor-emboli. Consequently, pulmonary

endarterectomy with right middle lobe and right lower-

lobe lobectomies was considered. However, the

patient had low lung reserve-FEV1 of 1.23 L, which

was inadequate for lobectomies. Therefore, only

pulmonary endarterectomy was performed to remove

the obstructive tumor. The pathological result

showed diffuse intravascular proliferation of sarcoma.

Immunohistochemistry study was negative for SMA,

CD34, CD99, Desmin, S100, EMA and TFE3, which

was inconclusive for sarcoma subclassification.

Additionally, the primary origin of sarcoma was not

differentiated. The final diagnosis was sarcoma of

undertermined type.  After the operation, 2 cycles

of adjuvant chemotherapy with paclitaxel were

administered, but the tumor continued  to progress

as shown in Figure1B - C. Chemotherapy was

subsequently discontinued once the patient opted for

palliative care measures.
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Figure 1. (1A)Chest radiography shows a large lobulated lung mass at the right lower lung field with prominent right

pulmonary trunk; (1B) Postendarterectomy chest radiography; (1C) Postendarterectomy followed by

adjuvant chemotherapy chest radiography shows the increased size of the mass with loculated pleural

effusion.

Figure 2. (2A)Chest CT shows intraluminal filling defect in the pulmonary trunk; (2B-C) Chest CT shows intraluminal

filling defect with enhancement at the proximal part of right and left main pulmonary arteries and multifocal

dilatation of vessels with bead-like appearance (arrow);  (2D-H) Chest CT shows intravascular filling defects

and  a large lung mass with heterogeneous enhancement at the right middle lobe.
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Discussion

We report a patient who presented shortness

of breath and found to have a large lung mass with

filling defects in the pulmonary arteries. This

intraluminal filling defects shown in chest CT had

pathognomonic features of intravascular tumor,(2)

included: (1) filling defects with heterogenous

enhancements, (2) multifocal dilatation, and (3)

beading of peripheral pulmonary arteries as shown

in Figure 2B-C.  Additionally, this intravascular tumor

was confirmed by surgical pathology as sarcoma,

but the primary origin could not be differentiated by

histopathology and immunohistochemistry. However,

because the patient presented with a lung mass

and intravascular tumor, the sarcoma might have

originated from pulmonary parenchyma or pulmonary

artery.

Primary pulmonary artery sarcoma arises from

the mesenchymal cells of the intima of pulmonary

artery.  Clinical presentations and CT characteristics

of this tumor mimic those of pulmonary embolism.

Compared with pulmonary embolism, the filling

defects of pulmonary artery sarcoma shown in

chest CT are usually located at the main or

proximal pulmonary artery or near the pulmonary

valve.(3)Moreover, the intravascular tumor usually

expands the involved arteries and invades directly

through the vascular walls into the surrounding  lung

parenchyma or other adjacent organs, including the

bronchus, heart and lymph nodes.(4,5) Occasionally,

the tumor extends proximally through the pulmonary

valve into the right ventricle.(6)

In contrast, primary pulmonary sarcoma

arises from pulmonary parenchyma or bronchial

tissue.(7)  The patients usually present with lung mass

that varies in size.  Clinical presentations depend on

the location, size and extension of the tumor, which

are nonspecific to differentiate from those resulting

from other diseases.  Moreover, there are no distinct

characteristics of lung mass seen in chest CT.  The

tumor tends locally and expands to the adjacent chest

wall and the mediastinum, and sometimes directly

spreads into the pulmonary artery, causing tumor

emboli.  In this patient, we were unable to ascertain

the primary origin by the clinical presentations,

radiographic images and histopathology.  However,

pulmonary artery was the most likely primary origin

because the tumor mainly occupied the pulmonary

trunk and proximal pulmonary arteries causing the

enlargement of these vessels that resulted in bead-

like appearances in the medium to large sized arteries.

These findings differ from those of tumor emboli from

other malignancies, which usually reveal bead-like

appearance in the small-sized arteries.

            Pulmonary artery sarcoma was first reported

by Mandelstamm in 1923.(8)  The approximated

incidence of this tumor of 0.001 - 0.03% is most

likely underestimated  due to the misdiagnosis

of pulmonary embolism.  There are several subtypes

of pulmonary artery sarcoma, consisting of:

(1) undifferentiated, (2) fibrosarcoma or

fibromyxosarcoma, (3) leiomyosarcoma,(4)

rhabdomyosarcoma,  (5)mesenchymoma,  (6)

chondrosarcoma, (7) angiosarcoma, (8)

osteosarcoma and (9) malignant fibrous histiocytoma.

Undifferentiated sarcoma is the most common

subtype.(9,10)  However, there is little need to classify

subtype because there are no differences in clinical

presentations, prognosis and treatment.
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Pulmonary artery sarcoma originates from

the intima of the central pulmonaryarteries,  as a result,

the patients are asymptomatic until the tumor grows

intraluminally that occludes vessels.  Additionally, fifty

percent of the cases present with intravascular

tumor with local invasion to the adjacent structures,

and 16 - 25% of the cases manifest with distant

metastasis.(11)  The tumor commonly presents at the

age of 45 to 64.(12)  The patients usually present with

pulmonary embolism-like symptoms-dyspnea, chest

pain and hemoptysis.  Chest CT and MRI are useful

for making a distinction between pulmonary artery

sarcoma and pulmonary embolism.(13)  In the cases

of  pulmonary artery sarcoma, chest CT shows low-

attenuation filling defects in pulmonary arteries and

MRI reveals enhancement of filling defects with

gadolinium diethylenetriaminepentacetic acid (Gd-

DPTA).(14,15) Besides the characteristics of the filling

defects, the primary location is also helpful. The base

of the pulmonary trunk near the pulmonary valve is

the most common primary location of pulmonary artery

sarcoma, and the bifurcation of the pulmonary trunk

is the less common location.  In contrast, the distal

pulmonary artery is the uncommon primary site, and

the pulmonary valve itself is the rare location.  Despite

being an uncommon primary location, distal branches

of pulmonary arteries are frequently occupied by

tumor due to its extension from the proximal part.

Furthermore, pulmonary artery sarcoma  usually has

multiple attachment sites close to the outflow tract of

the right ventricle.(12) Although there are some distinct

characteristics of pulmonary artery sarcoma in chest

images, tissue pathology is still required to make the

definite diagnosis.

Surgery is still the most effective treatment

modality, but the tumor is often unresectableat

the time of diagnosis.  Moreover, despite total removal

of the tumor, it usually recurs within few months.

The prognosis depends on the tumor’s location, its

extension and the possibility of complete resection.

Untreated cases usually develop cardiac

decompensation with a median survival of 1.5 - 2

months.(1)  In surgically treated cases, a median

survival is approximately 10 months.(16)

           However, there is a report of a patient surviving

longer than 10 years after surgery.(17)  Although

adjuvant chemotherapy with or without radiation may

prolong survival, there have been too few cases to

establish the role and efficacy of such treatment.  Thus

far, no effective chemotherapy regimens have been

proven.(18)   From previous studies,(19,20)   there is some

evidence suggesting that paclitaxel has the efficacy

in the treatment of angiosarcoma and some vascular

derived tumors.  Clinical outcomes have been varied

in different types of sarcomas due to heterogenous

natural history of the tumors. Not surprisingly, the data

of paclitaxel efficacy in the treatment of pulmonary

artery sarcoma are also limited. Ankahira et al.

reported a survival benefit from the treatment with

aggressive tumor resection followed by concurrent

chemoradiation (carboplatin plus paclitaxel) in a

patient with pulmonary artery sarcoma.(21)   In the

present case, endarterectomy was undertaken,

followed by 2 cycles of paclitaxel to treat the residual

tumor. Unfortunately, this treatment did not show any

benefit or favorable outcome, and paclitaxel was

discontinued due to the patient’s decision to receive

palliative care measures.
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Conclusion

Pulmonary artery sarcoma is a rare and fatal

tumor. Clinical presentations vary, ranging from

asymptomatic, dyspnea on exertion to respiratory

failure, and depend on the extension of tumor.  The

prognosis of this tumor is very poor. The only chance

to prolong survival is early detection and aggressive

radical resection.
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